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ABSTRACT
The FASTRAC (Formation Autonomy Spacecraft with Thrust, Relnav, Attitude and Crosslink) satellites
were placed into orbit on November 19, 2010 from Kodiak, Alaska as part of the Space Test Program STP-S26
launch. FASTRAC uses a pair of nanosatellites which were built by students from The University of Texas at
Austin participating in the University Nanosatellite Program for less than $230k in total program hardware
costs. The FASTRAC mission objectives are: 1) demonstrate two-way inter-satellite crosslink with verified data
exchange, 2) perform on-orbit real-time GPS relative navigation between the satellites, and 3) demonstrate
autonomous thruster firing using single-antenna on-orbit real-time GPS attitude determination. During the initial
checkout period of the mission, the satellites successfully demonstrated a functional crosslink and GPS data
exchange capability in a stacked configuration. On March 22, 2011 the satellites were successfully separated on
orbit, marking the start of the freely drifting on-orbit real time relative navigation phase of the mission. To date the
GPS receivers of both satellites have been able to obtain on-orbit real-time position and attitude solutions. During
the first six months of operations the satellites have been monitored continuously and have remained healthy.
Results from the preliminary post-processed navigation and health data are presented in the paper. Along with these
results, some of the challenges faced and lessons learned during the first six months of operations are also discussed.
With the help of the amateur radio community, the operations team has been able to collect more than 6000 beacons
from the satellites.
INTRODUCTION

HISTORY

The Formation Autonomy Spacecraft with Thrust,
Relnav, Attitude and Crosslink (FASTRAC) satellites
were designed and built by students at The University
of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin). The satellites were
launched into space on November 19, 2010 from
Kodiak, Alaska on board the Space Test Program STPS26 Mission on a Minotaur IV rocket. This paper
recounts a brief history of the program, its mission and
a description of its concept of operations through the
first six months in space. It also discusses some of the
hurdles encountered during the initial months of
operations, how these have been surpassed or managed,
and the lessons learned from these challenges. Flight
results that have been obtained so far are presented in
the form of navigation solutions and assessments of
performance and health. Finally, the plans for future
operations are also discussed.

The FASTRAC project started in 2003 as part of the 3rd
installment of the Air Force Research Laboratories
(AFRL) sponsored University Nanosat Competition in
which twelve universities competed for a launch
provided by the Space Test Program (STP). During the
two year competition each university was awarded a
total budget of $100k to develop their designs.
FASTRAC, UT-Austin’s entry in the competition was
to build two approximately 25 kg nanosatellites which
would be launched as a stack and separate on-orbit. In
early 2005, FASTRAC was chosen as the winner of the
competition and was awarded an extra $130k to deliver
two flight qualified satellites to AFRL. The satellites
were first delivered to AFRL to undergo environmental
testing during the summer of 2006. While at Kirtland
Air Force Base, additional hardware modifications were
made to the satellites over the course of a year to make
sure they would survive in the space environment.
During this time, the satellites were ranked on the
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Space Experiments Review Board (SERB) to receive a
launch through the STP.

MISSION
FASTRAC is a technology demonstration mission for
enabling technologies that will allow satellites to work
collaboratively in space. The primary objectives of the
mission are to: 1) demonstrate autonomous two-way
intersatellite crosslink communication with verified
data exchange; 2) perform on-orbit real-time GPS
relative navigation between two satellites; and 3)
demonstrate autonomous thruster operation using onorbit
real-time
single-antenna
GPS
attitude
determination.

In late 2007, the satellites were officially manifested for
launch on STP-S26 aboard a Minotaur IV rocket from
Kodiak, Alaska. The volume given to each payload on
the Minotaur IV was less than the team had designed
for. Fortunately, the only modification the team had to
make was redesigning the satellite’s VHF antennas
which exceeded the assigned launch envelope. The
satellites were shipped back to Austin in December
2007 to undergo this modification. The team took the
opportunity while the satellites were in Austin to finish
developing the flight software while also replacing
several other hardware components such as the Secure
Digital (SD) memory cards and batteries.
In January 2009, the satellites were re-delivered to
Kirtland Air Force base to go through a second round of
environmental tests. These tests were completed by
February 2010 at which point the satellites were ready
to be integrated to the launch vehicle. They were
shipped to the Kodiak Launch Complex (KLC) in
Kodiak, AK for integration in July 2010. During early
August and October 2010, the satellites underwent their
final functional tests and battery charging procedures
before being mated to the launch vehicle as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 2. FASTRAC on board STP-S26 a few
seconds after launching from Kodiak, AK on
November 19, 2010. [2]
The FASTRAC satellites (shown in Figure 1) are
composed of two identical hexagonal structures and
four common subsystems: Communications (COM),
Command & Data Handling (CDH), Electrical Power
System (EPS), and Global Position System (GPS).
Apart from these, FASTRAC-1, known as “Sara Lily”
(the top satellite in Figure 1), has a micro discharge
plasma thruster (THR). FASTRAC-2, known as
“Emma”, has an inertial measurement unit (IMU) as
well as the control circuitry for the intersatellite
Lightband separation system (SEP). Detailed mission
and design information of the satellites can be found in
References 3-11.

Figure 1. FASTRAC Satellites (front center) mated
on STP-S26 adapter plate. [1]
On November 19, 2010, seven years after the program
had started, the satellites were launched into a low earth
circular 650 km altitude, 72 degree inclination orbit
from Kodiak, Alaska on board a Minotaur IV rocket as
part of the STP-S26 mission along with 7 other
payloads. Figure 2 shows the Minotaur IV rocket a few
seconds after liftoff.
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CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The FASTRAC concept of operations consists of six
operational phases, shown in Figure 3. These phases
will be discussed along with some of the challenges that
have been encountered and how they have been solved
or managed.
These operational phases include: 1)
launch; 2) launch vehicle separation; 3) initial
2
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Figure 3. FASTRAC Concept of Operations.

Figure 4. FASTRAC Project Timeline including significant milestones (Timeline not to scale).
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acquisition and checkout; 4) GPS onboard relative
navigation; 5) onboard single antenna GPS attitude
autonomous thruster operation; and 6) amateur radio
operations. After six months of operations, most of the
phases have been completed and it is expected that all
will be completed by the end of 2011. Several
significant milestones have occurred during the first six
months of operations, as shown in Figure 4. These will
be discussed in more detail below.

1) Launch + 2) Launch Vehicle Separation
After many years of hard work and more than a
hundred students being involved in the project, the
FASTRAC satellites were launched into space aboard
STP-S26 on a Minotaur IV rocket at 7:21 PM CST
November 19, 2010 from Kodiak, Alaska.
The
FASTRAC satellites were one of the seven payloads
launched on STP-S26 as listed in Table 1. Three of
these were university payloads. FASTRAC was the last
satellite to be deployed from the launch vehicle, as seen
in the table.

Pre-Launch
Before launching the satellites, the FASTRAC team
developed operational procedures for each of the phases
of the mission and had run these procedures on the
Flatsat Electrical Testbed (shown in Figure 5) to be
ready to operate the satellites. The team also trained all
of its 12 members to be capable of operating the ground
station and the satellites. In addition to this, an
informal partnership with the NASA JSC Amateur
Radio Club (JSCARC or W5RRR) was established with
the help of some former team members who are active
in the club so that they could act as a secondary and
backup ground station to command the satellites.

Table 1. STP-S26 Mission Payloads and their
separation order and times. [12]
Satellite

1
2
3
4
5
6

STPSat-2
RAX
O/OREOS
FASTSAT
NanoSail-D
FalconSat-5
FASTRAC

+

Separation
Time After
Launch
16 m 39 s
17 m 39 s
18 m 39 s
21 m 39 s
26 m 39 s
31 m 39 s

Responsible
Organization
AFRL/STP
U. of Michigan
NASA Ames
NASA Goddard
Air Force Academy
UT-Austin

Approximately five hours after separation the team
received news from DK3WN, an amateur radio
operator in Europe, that the FASTRAC satellites had
successfully been ejected from the launch vehicle and
were alive and beaconing. Data captured by DK3WN
indicated the satellites were crosslinking and
exchanging data autonomously in stacked mode,
informing the team that all systems were functioning
nominally (see Figure 3 step 3).
3) Initial Acquisition and Checkout
The first pass over the UT-Austin ground station
occurred on November 20, 2010 at 6:22 AM CST
which gave the team its first opportunity to command
the satellites. During this first pass the team, shown in
the FASTRAC mission control room at UT Austin in
Figure 6, was able to hear the satellites beaconing but
was not able to decode these beacons or command the
satellites. This was not completely unexpected as the
team believed there could be some errors with the
initial predicted two line elements (TLEs).

Figure 5. FASTRAC Flatsat Electrical Testbed.
Additionally, the team disseminated information
through several outlets to encourage amateur radio
operator collaboration by tracking the satellites and
sending data to the team through a specially designed
section of the project’s website. The outlets used to
disseminate information included the FASTRAC
project website (http://fastrac.ae.utexas.edu), the
Amateur Radio Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) forums,
personal communications with other universities and
amateur radio operators and the projects social media
websites which included the FASTRAC Facebook page
(www.facebook.com/fastracsats) and the FASTRAC
twitter page (www.twitter.com/fastracsats).
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Multiple passes later and with the help of continuous
communication with members of AFRL, STP, and the
other payload teams, it was determined that there was in
fact a mix-up with the TLEs for each of the satellites. It
took approximately five days for all the payloads to get
the correct TLEs at which point both the UT-Austin
ground station and JSCARC were able to decode
beacon messages from the satellites.
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Once the TLEs were successfully determined, the
members at JSCARC were the first to be able to
command FASTRAC-1 “Sara Lily” successfully. One
pass later at higher maximum elevation, this was also
accomplished from the UT-Austin ground station. The
data collected during these passes verified that
FASTRAC-1 was operating nominally.

Two weeks after launch, the digipeating configuration
was successfully implemented on the satellites allowing
the team to command “Emma” for the first time and
verify that “Emma’s” subsystems were operating
nominally. By default, when the satellites were turned
on prior to separation from the launch vehicle, the GPS
antenna that each satellite used was the GPS antenna
located on the top solar panel. Being in stacked
configuration, this meant that “Emma” had not been
able to acquire any GPS satellites up until this point
because the satellite’s top antenna was facing the other
satellite. From this point forward “Emma” was
commanded to use the GPS antenna attached to the
bottom solar panel which allowed sky view in the
stacked configuration.

This success however left the team struggling to
determine why they were not able to command
FASTRAC-2 “Emma” from either of the ground
stations even though the beacons from the satellite were
being heard. The first hypothesis as to why this was the
case was that both ground stations were not powerful
enough to close the command link. To try to determine
if this was the case, the team contacted another amateur
radio ground station that had a proven setup for
commanding satellites and had a higher effective
isotropic radiated output power (EIRP) rating.
Unfortunately after multiple tries, the team was still
unable to command “Emma”.

By this point all of the subsystems on “Sara Lily” had
already been checked out, including the GPS receiver
developed at UT-Austin, which was able to obtain onorbit real-time position and attitude solutions.
Although both satellites were now being commanded
routinely with both the UT-Austin and JSCARC ground
stations, it was still believed that a greater transmitting
EIRP would allow the team to command both satellites
directly. In mid-December 2010 a decision was made to
upgrade the UT-Austin ground station to reduce line
losses and increase the output power on both UHF and
VHF channels to command the satellites.

Figure 6. Members of the FASTRAC team awaiting
initial contact at 6:22 AM CST on November 20,
2010.
After more than a week and half after trying to contact
“Emma” from multiple ground stations, the team
realized that there was another method to command the
satellite. The satellites were originally designed with
the purpose of turning them over to the amateur radio
community so that they could be used as digipeaters
and part of the Automatic Packet Reporting System
(APRS) network. This digipeating capability could be
used to command “Emma”. The configuration to do
this is shown in Figure 7. It was first tested on the
Flatsat Electrical Testbed at UT-Austin (see Figure 5)
in which “Sara Lily” would be enabled as a digipeater
and allow commands to “Emma” to be relayed through
its communication system.
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Figure 7. Digipeating configuration to command
“Emma” from UT-Austin and JSCARC ground
stations.
As part of this process, all of the single 150 ft. runs of
LMR-400 coax cabling from the ground station radios
to the Yagi antennas on the roof were replaced with
5
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lower loss Heliax LDF4-50A coax cable. Additionally,
two high power amplifiers were bought to increase the
output power of the ground station to 350 Watts on
VHF and 300 Watts on UHF. The standing wave ratio
of all four antennas on the ground station was also
checked and improved as much as possible. Upgrading
the equipment in the ground station took approximately
two months and the new configuration was ready for
testing by mid-February. The performance upgrade for
both the VHF and UHF uplink can be seen in Table 2.
During this time the satellites continued to be operated
through “Sara Lily” and data (especially GPS
measurements) were routinely collected from both
satellites in the stacked configuration.

commanded at one time. Because of the number of
required commands, the separation procedure would
have to be executed during two consecutive passes
which were separated by a short amount of time. This
approach would increase the likelihood of being able to
download data that showed evidence of any active
relative navigation information shortly after separation.
Time was essential as the satellites would potentially
start cross-linking and performing real-time relative
navigation within 10 to 30 minutes after separation.
This data would be saved onto memory cards on the
satellites but based on the limited amount of memory it
would be rewritten after approximately 5 days. As a
result, it was critical to mine the data shortly after
separation.

Table 2. Performance of VHF and UHF Uplink
before and after upgrading ground station
equipment.
VHF Uplink
to “Sara Lily”
Output Power at Radio
or Amplifier
Line Losses (150 ft.)
Output
Power
at
Antenna
UHF Uplink
to “Emma”
Output Power at Radio
or Amplifier
Line Losses (150 ft.)
Output
Power
at
Antenna

Before Upgrade

After Upgrade

100 W

350 W

2.24 dB
59.7 W

1.207 dB
265.1 W

Before Upgrade

After Upgrade

75 W

300 W

3.97 dB
30.1 W

2.14 dB
183.2 W

The procedures for separation were diligently prepared
by the FASTRAC team and thoroughly rehearsed by
the operators on both the Flatsat Electrical Testbed and
the satellites themselves (without executing the actual
separation command). The logic for separation is
shown in Figure 8. After approximately a month of
rehearsing and refining the procedures, the operations
team was ready to attempt to separate at which point
separation windows were coordinated with personnel at
the AFRL and STP. This was done to make sure there
was no danger of collision with any other satellite after
FASTRAC separation.

Once the ground station was upgraded, the performance
was noticeably improved on “Sara Lily” as the satellites
could now be commanded during previously
unreachable 15 degrees maximum elevation passes.
Unfortunately the performance improvement was not
enough to close the command link with “Emma” when
the team tried to command the satellite directly with the
new setup in the ground station.
Although “Emma” could not yet be commanded
directly from either ground station (UT-Austin or
JSCARC), it was felt at this point by the FASTRAC
team and supporting personnel that it was time to move
forward with on-orbit separation. The ultimate goal of
the mission was to verify that the satellites were
capable of performing on-orbit real-time relative
navigation with two freely drifting satellites. Given
that the original procedure for separating the two
satellites involved monitoring both of the satellites
simultaneously, the team had to develop a new set of
procedures to separate the satellites by commanding
“Sara Lily” to digipeat the command to “Emma” to
engage the separation mechanism.
Figure 8. FASTRAC Separation Logic.

This restriction implied that a long list of commands
had to be executed with just one satellite being actively
Muñoz
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The first separation window attempt occurred on March
15, 2011, but during this attempt one of the subsystems
was not in an optimal condition so this first attempt was
scrubbed. Two more separation attempts were made
during separation windows the following days on
March 16 and March 18; however even though the
separation command was sent, it appeared that the
satellites had in fact still not separated.

where two freely drifting satellites would attempt to
autonomously perform on-orbit real-time relative
navigation. After successfully separating the two
satellites, the data mining operation began to download
data that could show if the satellites had successfully
cross-linked and performed on-orbit real time relative
navigation.
While the data mining operation was underway by
commanding both “Emma” and “Sara Lily” as before,
both the UT-Austin and JSCARC ground stations
attempted to connect directly to “Emma” during some
of these passes. Although nothing was expected based
on previous behavior, on March 23, the JSCARC team
was able to contact “Emma” directly for the first time
since the satellites were launched during a 60 degree
max elevation pass. It is believed that this was possible
because after separation the receive (Rx) antennas on
“Emma” had less interference from the structure as
compared to when the satellites were in stacked
configuration, as shown in Figure 11.

The operations team was asked to determine why the
separation command had not been successful. In theory
when the separation command was sent, a 100 ms pulse
as shown in Figure 9 was sent from the terminal node
controller (TNC) to a microcontroller that then
activated the separation motor on the Lightband
separation system which should then separate “Emma”
and “Sara Lily”. However, during these two separation
attempts, this command was not successful.

Figure 9. Separation Signals Sent: Top
(Unsuccessful), Bottom (Successful).
A fourth separation attempt was made on March 22,
2011 at 6:22 AM CST. This time an alternate
separation command was sent which just pulled the line
high from the TNC to the microcontroller as shown in
Figure 9. Fortunately this time separation was achieved
as confirmed by one of the bits on the IMU message of
FASTRAC-2 as shown in Figure 10. Successful
separation was later confirmed by personnel from both
AFRL and STP.

Figure 11. FASTRAC Rx Antennas in stacked
configuration.
Based on these results, further tests have been
performed during April and May on the UT-Austin
ground station and further upgrades are planned during
summer 2011 to be able to command “Emma” directly
from the UT-Austin ground station. In the meantime,
the JSCARC station has been acting as the lead
command station for “Emma” during high elevation
passes (> 50 degree max elevation) and “Sara Lily”
continues to be commanded from UT-Austin.
In this current phase of the mission, data has been
routinely downloaded, especially from the GPS
receivers. As of the time of writing this manuscript no
evidence has been found to suggest the satellites have
computed on-orbit real-time relative navigation
solutions. At this date based on their separation
dynamics the satellites are too far apart to communicate
with each other, but they are expected to return within

Figure 10. IMU Message Confirming Satellite
Separation (Bits Highlighted in Orange).
4) GPS onboard relative navigation
The separation event on March 22, 2011 marked the
start of the relative navigation phase of the mission,
Muñoz
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crosslink range sometime during mid-fall 2011. The
operations team believes that on-orbit real-time relative
navigation will be possible at this time if both satellites
are operational.
5) On-board Single Antenna
Autonomous Thruster Operation

GPS

At the time of this writing (June 2011), the FASTRAC
team was beginning to post-process and analyze all of
the data obtained from the satellites to quantify the
performance of the GPS receiver, the primary
experiment, in addition to other mission metrics to
quantify the performance of the mission. Below are
some of the preliminary results that have been obtained
thus far.

Attitude

Prior to the last round of environmental testing in
February 2010, a test of the thruster assembly showed a
substantial enough leak that the propellant tank would
not reach orbit with any propellant. When this problem
was realized, a decision was made by the team not to
fix the leak and to fly with the as-built configuration.
Fixing the leak might have jeopardized the chances of
being able to deliver the satellites on time to the launch
vehicle for integration and hence compromised the
chances of FASTRAC being launched.

GPS Receiver Performance
The UT-Austin developed GPS receiver is the main
experiment on the FASTRAC satellites. The first
primary mission objective involves verifying exchange
of the GPS data through an autonomously established
crosslink between both satellites and the last two
primary mission objectives are directly related to the
performance of the GPS receiver.

Although the micro discharge plasma thruster itself will
not be tested as intended, the logic to autonomously fire
the thruster based on the single-antenna GPS attitude
solution has already been successfully verified during
the first six months of operation.

So far, during the first six months of operations, the
team has been able to verify that the satellites have been
able to crosslink multiple times by examining the data
collected from the satellites and by listening to the
satellites when they were crosslinked in the stacked
configuration.

6) Amateur Radio Operations
Figure 12 shows the number of GPS satellites tracked
by the GPS receivers on “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from
the downloaded GPS messages processed so far (before
separation). This figure shows that both receivers have
been able to obtain on-orbit position fixes when they
are tracking four or more GPS signals. It should be
noted that the during the first few months of operations,
since only one satellite could be operated at a time,
“Sara Lily’s” GPS performance was obtained first and
then “Emma’s” which explains why there are more
messages from “Sara Lily” at the beginning of the
mission and more of “Emma” towards separation.

The last phase of the mission will be to turn the
satellites over to the amateur radio community so they
can be used as part of the APRS network as well as
digital repeater stations. This will enable amateur radio
operators to digipeat through the satellites. With this
objective in mind, the team has obtained OSCAR
(Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio)
designations for both satellites which are FO-69 for
“Sara Lily” and FO-70 for “Emma”.
Since the satellites are estimated to be within crosslink
range toward the end of 2011, the operations team is
currently planning on opening up the satellites for
amateur radio operations during the month of August
2011 and then resuming the science mission for the
remainder of the year until that crosslink opportunity is
over. This will be published by the team ahead of time
on both the FASTRAC website as well as the
FASTRAC Facebook page.

GPS information from the beacons messages is not
plotted in this figure because it does not contain the
number of tracked satellites. However, the beacon
messages obtained also confirm that both satellites’
GPS receivers have been obtaining on-orbit position
fixes throughout their first six months of operation. It
should also be noted that after separation, because the
satellites were tumbling at a faster rate, the GPS
receivers took longer to obtain position fixes but still
have been able to do so. After separation “Sara Lily”
was tumbling at a rate of approximately 0.5 revolutions
per minute while “Emma” was tumbling at
approximately 2.3 revolutions per minute.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT RESULTS
During the first six months of operations, the operations
team has been able to download hundreds of messages
from the satellites. The telemetry recorded so far
includes GPS messages, satellite health messages, IMU
messages, and Thruster messages. These messages
have allowed the team to determine how the satellites
have been operating since launch.
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From the downloaded GPS messages that showed the
GPS receivers were position fixing, the mean estimated
position dilution of precision (PDOP) was found to be
approximately 10.9. The PDOP for these downloaded
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Figure 12. Tracked GPS satellites from downloaded GPS messages (pre-separation) from both FASTRAC
satellites.

Figure 13. Estimated PDOP of GPS messages that show evidence of on-orbit position fixing.
Muñoz
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GPS messages that contain position fixes is shown in
Figure 13. These downloaded GPS messages have also
allowed the team to verify that the GPS receivers on
both satellites have obtained on-orbit attitude solutions.

Table 4. Voltages Reported from Beacon Messages
Subsystem
Enclosure
Battery Voltage
5 V Bus
12 V Bus

In the stacked configuration, the on-orbit real-time
relative navigation mission objective was not met
because the GPS receivers on both satellites were
looking into opposite sides of the sky and hence had no
common GPS satellite measurements.
Common
measurements are required because the relative
navigation algorithm differences the common
pseudoranges between both satellites to obtain a
solution.

Table 5. Temperature Extremes Reported from
Beacon and Health Messages.
Subsystem
Enclosure
Battery Box
Battery AVR Box
COM Box
COM AVR Box
VREG Box

Although the thruster was flown in a configuration with
no propellant due to the leak encountered prior to
launch, the third mission objective has been met by
successful demonstration of the autonomous logic to
operate the thruster based on the on-orbit real-time GPS
attitude solution.

On-orbit Real Time
Position Fixing
On-Orbit Real-Time
Attitude Determination
On-Orbit Crosslink
Detection
On-orbit Real-Time
Relative Navigation

FASTRAC-2
“Emma”
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Expected Fall
2011

Expected Fall
2011

FASTRAC-2
“Emma”
1 – 44 °C
4 – 51 °C
7 – 45 °C
6 – 53 °C
11 – 59 °C

Table 6. Mean Temperatures in Sun and Eclipse
from Beacon and Health Messages.
Subsystem
Enclosure

Satellite Health Status
The satellite health status has been continuously
monitored since launch. This has been done by
monitoring the satellite beacon messages and the health
messages which are downloaded directly from the
satellite. These messages monitor the temperatures and
voltages of different subsystems in each satellite.

Battery Box
Battery AVR Box
COM Box
COM AVR Box
VREG Box
Subsystem
Enclosure

Figure 14 shows the behavior of the battery voltage, 5volt bus and 12-volt bus from the beacon messages that
have been received so far and processed. All of the
voltages have been maintained within expected ranges
as shown in Table 4.
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FASTRAC-1
“Sara Lily”
18 – 76 °C
17 – 50 °C
13 – 52 °C
10 – 43 °C
23 – 66 °C

Figure 15 through Figure 19 show a more detailed view
of the temperature information for all the subsystem
enclosures. These figures also indicate whether at the
time the temperatures were reported the satellites were
in the sun or in eclipse. As expected it is clear that the
satellites run are warmer when they are exposed to the
Sun.
Table 6 shows a summary of the mean
temperatures when the satellites are in the sun and
when they are in eclipse.

Table 3. FASTRAC Mission Status Summary.
FASTRAC-1
“Sara Lily”
Yes

FASTRAC-2
“Emma”
10.5 – 16.3 V
4.7 – 5.5 V
11.2 – 13.0 V

Temperatures have also remained within reasonable
bounds for all the subsystems with the exception of the
Battery Box on “Sara Lily”, which got warmer than
expected during a period of time when the satellite was
continuously exposed to the sun. The temperature
ranges for all subsystems are summarized in Table 5.
The temperatures on “Sara Lily” appear to run higher
than on “Emma” but they are still within acceptable
ranges. It should also be noted that there is less data
available to analyze the health of “Sara Lily” as the
health sensors have not been available during the
entirety of the mission. This is due to a shortcoming in
the health sensor network monitoring circuit that does
not always respond to a satellite reset command.

Although no evidence of on-orbit real-time relative
navigation has been found after separation, it is
believed that the satellites should be able to achieve the
second mission objective in fall 2011 once the satellites
are back within crosslink range. This is due to that fact
that all of the required capabilities have all been
validated: autonomous crosslink data exchange, onorbit position fixing, and on-orbit attitude
determination.

GPS Receiver Objective

FASTRAC-1
“Sara Lily”
10.9 – 16.9 V
4.7 – 5.5 V
11.2 – 13.1 V

Battery Box
Battery AVR Box
COM Box
COM AVR Box
VREG Box
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FASTRAC-1
“Sara Lily”
in Sun
58.8 °C
37.3 °C
34.9 °C
33.3 °C
51.7 °C
FASTRAC-2
“Emma”
in Sun
19.3 °C
19.5 °C
20.5 °C
16.3 °C
29.2 °C

FASTRAC-1
“Sara Lily”
in Eclipse
23.1 °C
17.7 °C
16.1 °C
13.4 °C
29.8 °C
FASTRAC-2
“Emma”
in Eclipse
13.2 °C
14.5 °C
15.9 °C
12.0 °C
25.7 °C
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Figure 14. Battery Voltage, 5V Bus Voltage, 12V Bus Voltages from both satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.

Figure 15. Battery Box Temperatures for “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.
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Figure 16. Battery AVR Box Temperatures for “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.

Figure 17. COM Box Temperatures for “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.

Figure 18. COM AVR Box Temperatures for “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.
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Figure 19. VREG Box Temperatures for “Sara Lily” and “Emma” from satellites Beacon and Health
Messages.
map of the locations of some of the amateur radio
operators that have registered on the FASTRAC
website to help the team track the satellites. Through
the website, the amateur radio operators have been able
to upload data they have collected from the satellites.
They have given the team feedback throughout the
mission and have been particularly helpful during
important events (such as satellite separation).

Autonomous Ground Station Operation
Since the first months of operation, the FASTRAC
team has invested part of its time on automating the
ground station to maximize the amount of data
collected from the satellite passes while reducing the
amount of time required for the operators to be
physically present at the ground station. Since launch,
every time a satellite pass occurs over UT-Austin, the
ground station autonomously saves all the data received
from the satellites into a log file.

One of the most impressive accomplishments from the
amateur radio community has been the amount of data
amateur radio operators have been able to provide back
to the operations team through the FASTRAC website.
As of June 3, 2011 amateur radio operators have
uploaded more than 6000 beacon messages. This
worldwide network of amateur radio operators has
provided global coverage and yielded substantially
more data than the team could ever have hoped to
collect on their own. Table 7 highlights the list of the
top 10 amateur radio contributors. The FASTRAC
operations team wishes to express its appreciation to all
the amateur radio operators who have participated for
their support of the FASTRAC mission.

While the operations team has been learning all the
nuances required to operate the satellites, they have
been working on scripts based on the Expect scripting
language to automate all the different operational
modes of the satellites. On May 13, 2011, the UTAustin ground station ran autonomously via the
automation scripts for a complete satellite pass and
downloaded GPS data from “Sara Lily” without any
operator assistance. At the time of writing there are
still several cases that need to be tested and the ground
station still requires an operator to be present during
satellite passes. However, it is expected that by the end
of June 2011, all the satellite passes will be run
autonomously at both the UT-Austin and JSCARC
ground stations.

Table 7. Top Amateur Radio Contributors.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Full autonomy should maximize the opportunities to
verify that the satellites have performed real-time
relative navigation once they return within crosslink
range in fall 2011.
Amateur Radio Operations Collaborations
Since the satellites were launched in Nov 2010, the
amateur radio community all over the world has been
incredibly supportive of the project. Figure 20 shows a
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Amateur Radio Operator
Username (Callsign)
AFC (ZL2BX)
czCube Team (OK1WTX)
Mitsuo (JA5BLZ)
VK5HI (VK5HI)
Tetsu (JA0CAW)
JA6PL (JA6PL)
WC7V (WC7V)
JH1BCL (JH1BCL)
DK3WN (DK3WN)
gmathgen (LX1BB)

Location
New Zealand
Czech Republic
Japan
Australia
Japan
Japan
USA
Japan
Germany
Luxembourg
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Figure 20. Map of the amateur radio operators from around the world that have registered to collaborate and
track the FASTRAC satellites.
experience was a testament to human ingenuity and the
power of creative thought.

CONCLUSION
The FASTRAC project was started in early 2003 as part
of the University Nanosatellite Program and has
reached its exciting conclusion in 2011. As part of this
project, more than 150 students from multiple
disciplines have contributed to the mission and helped
to make it a reality. This student led project has been
able to surmount many challenges throughout its
lifecycle from the designphase through its operational
phase. From an educational standpoint, FASTRAC has
had a huge impact on all of the students that have
worked on the program, most of whom have continued
to pursue their careers in the aerospace industry.
Despite the extra work that was required in addition to
their regular studies, most of these students say that
FASTRAC was a very unique and positive experience
that they will remember for the rest of their lives.

The FASTRAC satellites, having been in orbit since
November 2010, have met nearly all of their mission
objectives only six months into the mission. It is
expected that the sole remaining mission objective will
be met in fall 2011 if the satellites continue to function
nominally. The operation phase of the mission has
provided some surprises and challenges since the
launch, but the student team has managed to overcome
all the obstacles with the help of their partner ground
station, JSCARC, and with the help of many
participating amateur radio operators from around the
world.
Many lessons were learned along the 8 years that the
FASTRAC program has existed. These have been
documented in this paper and others that were
documented previously. There has been great support
from the project’s many sponsors, including: the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, the Air Force
Research Laboratories, the Air Force Space Test
Program, NASA, the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA), and The University of Texas
at Austin. Because of the dedication and commitment
of many individuals in these organizations and
elsewhere who have shared the vision of the FASTRAC
mission and the University Nanosatellite Program, this

From a budget standpoint, being able to build the
FASTRAC satellites with such a low hardware budget
($230k) has also been a significant success. This was
accomplished in large part by the countless volunteer
hours spent by student team members and the incredible
level of support of personnel from UT-Austin, AFRL,
and STP. At many times in the program, students and
staff found incredibly innovative ways to solve
problems without resorting to more traditional and
usually more expensive solution methods.
This
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experience has become a resounding success. The
experience gained throughout these years has launched
the careers of many new engineers in the aerospace
industry. The Satellite Design Lab (SDL) at UT-Austin
looks forward to the conclusion of FASTRAC and to
many other new student led satellite missions that are
planned to occur in the future.
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